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ABSTRACT
The International Joint Workshop on Multimedia Artworks Anal-
ysis and Attractiveness Computing in Multimedia (MMArt-ACM)
solicits contributions on methodology advancement and novel
applications of multimedia artworks and attractiveness comput-
ing that emerge in the era of big data and deep learning. De-
spite the strike of the Covid-19 pandemic, this workshop attracts
submissions of diverse topics in these two fields, and the work-
shop program finally consists of five presented papers. The top-
ics cover image retrieval, image transformation and generation,
recommendation system, and image/video summarization. The ac-
tual MMArt-ACM’20 Proceedings are available in the ACM DL at:
https://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=3379173

CCS CONCEPTS
•Applied computing→Media arts; • Information systems

→ Image search; • Computing methodologies→ Image rep-
resentations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
New types of artworks emerge as the advancement of deep learn-
ing, social platforms, media capturing devices, and media process-
ing tools. Large volumes of machine/user-generated content or
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professionally-edited content are shared and disseminated on the
Web. Novel multimedia artworks, therefore, emerge rapidly in the
era of social media and big data. The ever increasing amounts of
illustrations/comics on this platform give rise to challenges of auto-
matic classification, indexing, and retrieval that have been studied
widely in other areas but not this emerging type of artwork. In ad-
dition to objective entities like objects, events, and scenes, studies
of cognitive properties emerge recently as the development of deep
learning. Among various computationally cognitive analysis, we
focus on attractiveness analysis. As exploding volumes of media
are available, detection or analysis of content that attracts users are
urgently demanded.

Multimedia Artworks Analysis (MMArt) andAttractiveness Com-
puting in Multimedia (ACM) were originally two separate work-
shops. For MMArt, we had the first two versions at IEEE Interna-
tional Conference on Multimedia & Expo (ICME) 2016 and 2017.
For ACM, we had the first two versions at IEEE International Con-
ference on Multimedia Big Data 2016 and 2017. Generally, both
workshops attracted 20+ researchers from many countries every
year, being successful and interactive workshops at different venues.
In year 2018, we jointly hosted the MMArt workshop and the ACM
workshop at ACM International Conference on Multimedia Re-
trieval (ICMR). By joining two workshops, we had broader topics
and attracted more diverse participants. In year 2019, we went to
ICME, and this year we are hosting it at ICMR again.

The MMArt-ACM workshop explicitly solicits contributions on
methodology advancement and novel applications of multimedia
artworks and attractiveness computing that emerge in the era of
big data and deep learning. Newly emerging artworks like socially-
shared comics/illustrations or micro films present new characteris-
tics and draw new challenges in multimedia research. This work-
shop will solicit papers especially focusing on new-era artworks or
attractive content.

Topics including, but are not limited to analysis and applications
of the following areas are solicited:

• Creation: content synthesis and collaboration; creation of
novel artworks or attractive content; connecting real-world
art with digital artworks; attractive content creation.

• Editing: content authoring, composition, summarization, and
presentation; multimodality integration.
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• Indexing and retrieval: novel features and structure to index
multimedia artworks or attractive content; retrieval interface
and model; socially-aware analysis.

• Methodology: machine learning for multimedia artworks
or attractive content; classification and pattern recognition;
generic model and heuristics in analysis.

• Interaction: interaction on various devices; user in the loop
of computation; human factors in artworks or attractiveness.

• Evaluation: dataset development; evaluation of systems for
multimedia artworks or attractive content; design of user
study; limitation of the state-of-the-art.

• Novel applications: novel application scenarios; development
of novel challenges and perspectives

2 CONTRIBUTIONS
We have five original and interesting contributions this year. The
topics cover image retrieval, image transformation and generation,
recommendation system, and image/video summarization.

Benitez-Garcia et al. [1] propose a CNN-feature-based image
retrieval method to find the ideal style image that better translates
the material of an object. The idea is that an ideal style image must
share semantic information with the content image, while contain-
ing distinctive characteristics of the desired material. Therefore,
they first refine the search by selecting the most discriminative
images from the target material. The search process then focuses
on the object semantics by removing the style information using
instance normalization whitening. In order to translate materials
to object regions, they combine semantic segmentation with neural
style transfer. In the quantitative and qualitative evaluation, they
show that by using ideal style images, the results of the conven-
tional neural style transfer are significantly improved.

Karamatsu et al. [3] tackle a challenging domain conversion task
between photo and icon images. Although icons often originate
from real object images (i.e., photographs), severe abstractions and
simplifications are applied to generate icon images by professional
graphic designers. Moreover, there is no one-to-one correspondence
between the two domains, and we cannot use it as the ground-truth
for learning a direct conversion function. Since generative adversar-
ial networks (GAN) can undertake the problem of domain conver-
sion without any correspondence, Karamatsu et al. test CycleGAN
and UNIT to generate icons from objects segmented from photo
images. The experiments with several image datasets prove that
CycleGAN learns sufficient abstraction and simplification ability to
generate icon-like images.

Nakamae et al. [4] propose a recommendation system for hairstyles.
People change their hairstyles to make their appearance attractive,
however it is difficult to determine which hairstyles are attractive.
In this study, Nakamae et al. aim to recommend a hairstyle that
improves the attractiveness for an input face using attractiveness
evaluation and image generation by deep learning. In the exper-
iment, they first learned the attractiveness and obtained results
similar to human intuition. Second, the hairstyle of the input image
was changed using two methods: hairstyle attribute conversion and
face swapping. Finally, a comparison experiment was performed
by subjectively evaluating the input image and the image obtained

by the proposed method. As a result, the proposed method is able
to generate images with high evaluation value.

Chu and Ko [2] propose a texture synthesis method based on
generative adversarial networks, focusing on a cultural emblem
called Batik, of southeastern Asian countries. They propose a two-
stage training approach to construct the network, first generating
patches and then combining patches to generate the entire Batik
image. Regular repetition and synthesis artifact removal are jointly
considered to guide model training. In the evaluation, Chu and Ko
show that the proposed generator fuses two Batik styles, removes
blocking artifacts, and generates harmonious Batik images. Quali-
tative and quantitative evaluations are provided to show promising
performance from several perspectives.

Shimono et al. [5] propose an automatic thumbnail generation
system for Youtube videos. YouTubers have recently become highly
popular. Generating eye-catching thumbnails is an important factor
in attracting viewers. In this study, Shimono et al. propose an auto-
matic YouTube-video-thumbnail generation method that ensures
the following: rich facial expression of the YouTuber in the frame,
clear presentation of the subject of the video, and clear description
of the content through a headline. They compared thumbnails gen-
erated by the proposed method with those generated by existing
methods or those of actually posted videos (i.e., ground truth), and
we evaluated the results.
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